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Abstract
Interference is what makes the design of concurrent programs di cult In the case
of sharedvariables interference manifests itself as state changes but the issue of in
terference is also present with communicationbased concurrency In order to reason
about interfering programs it is necessary to assume something about the granular
ity of the steps of the processes concerned Many development methods circumvent
this di culty by xing which statement types are atomic It can be argued that
this is unfortunate and is likely to result in programs which are ine cient in a
particular way This extended abstract shows how development methods based
on relyguaranteeconditions avoid a commitment to a xed notion of atomicity
and suggests that concurrent objectoriented languages are good targets for such a
development method
When writing speci cations of large systems one strives to capture the be
haviour of large components by being abstract both by focusing on externally
visible steps and by basing the speci cation on abstract objects While it is
clear that it is not possible to implement all tasks by a process which intro
duces implementation details in a strictly topdown order it is clearly easier
to understand documentation which is structured in such a way
In a careful development method all components of a system at every level
of design are de ned by speci cations a design step provides a way of satis
fying a speci cation such a step can in general introduce new components
for subsequent development A development method is compositional if design
steps can be justi ed solely on the basis of the speci cations of their compo
nents ie do not rely on their implementations A technical consequence of
compositionality is that reasoning can be local The key practical consequence
is that errors can be detected early in the development before other work has
been based on mistaken design To some extent compositionality facilitates
separate development of components but it is not possible to preserve complete
separation nor is this even possible with sequential programs data rei cation
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requires considering many components at once One must however be aware
that poorly chosen interfaces will always result in di	culties
Concurrent programs are of particular interest because they are used in
reactive systems and many safetycritical applications involve concurrency It
is also widely recognised that they are di	cult to get right and that testing is
of little help in establishing correctness There are many issues connected with
concurrent programs including deadlock fairness distributed termination and
compositionality which is di	cult for concurrent programs this contribution
focuses on the topic of granularity and urges the view that a design method
should not dictate the granularity of implementations
Among approaches to the development of concurrent programs which op
erate on shared variables probably the most ubiquitous is the Owicki
Gries
method cf  This method uses a two stage approach in which the
construction of detailed proof outlines for separate components is followed
by an interferencefreedom proof It has been argued elsewhere that this
method is noncompositional because one needs the code and proof of all
interfering processes to establish correctness But here an additional point
can be made which relates to granularity the position of the assertions in the
proof outlines betrays a commitment to the view that assignment statements
are to be executed atomically The assumption that assignment statements
are atomic clearly simpli es reasoning  for example in
v  
v  v   k v  v  
the assumption makes it possible to conclude that the  nal value of v is 
whereas if variable access
change is the level of atomicity the result might
be v   f  g and one should perhaps not even conclude that whole variables
can be changed atomically Because it simpli es reasoning this assump
tion is made in many development methods but a moments thought indicates
that it would be impossibly ine	cient to implement While programming lan 
guages must be able to  x atomicity with monitors await statements etc
it is undesirable that development methods should assume that the  nal im
plementation language will ensure atomicity other than where required by the
developer
The di	culties inherent in requiring assignment statements to be executed
atomically were partially circumvented in  by what is sometimes called
the Bernstein rule only one shared variable can occur in any assignment
statement Susan Owicki acknowledges John Reynolds for pointing this rule
out and this might be the reason that it has sometimes been referred to as
Reynolds rule Paradoxically this rule brings with it its own ine	ciency
one is forced to break even simple statements like v  v into two statements
even if one can show that for the particular segment of code where it occurs
no interference is possible One can argue that when a developers thinking is
at the level of assignment statements synchronization issues are likely to have
been handled and nothing should be predetermined which mitigates against
e	cient implementation
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Fig 	 Picture of relyguaranteeconditions
The observation that compositionality can only be recovered for concurrent
programs if interference is speci ed in a way in which it can also be reasoned
about must appear obvious with hindsight One of the  rst attempts to do
this in practice was this authors use of rely
guaranteeconditions in  Es
sentially the idea was to enhance pre
postcondition speci cations with asser
tions that record assumptions and commitments about interference Figure 
indicates the pre   B is the standard assumption that a designer is invited
to make on the initial conditions in which the speci ed operation is to run A
relycondition is also an assumption that the developer can make although
the design must be such as to tolerate interference any two states which re
sult from an environment step labelled   e can be assumed to satisfy the
relation rely      B As for sequential programs post      B
can be used to record the input
output relation required to be ful lled by the
developed code VDM has always used relational postconditions rather than
a predicate of the  nal state alone this slightly complicates the sequential
proof rules but is seen as more natural  cf  The other commitment that
the developer must take notice of is guar   B which records a relation
which all visible steps of the operation labelled   i must satisfy This
only covers safety issues extensions to cover progress are discussed in 
and application to UNITY is discussed in 
There are many degrees of freedom in the formulation of proof rules for
speci cations which embody all four of the predicates in Figure  but in most
forms rely and guaranteeconditions are transitive to allow for the fact that
a process may make an arbitrary number of steps It can be argued that this
fact alone minimizes a commitment to granularity in developments based on
the rely
guarantee approach
The other claim to be made here is that concurrent objectoriented lan
guages oer convenient ways for a developer to control granularity during the
design process Papers elsewhere have indicated two compositional develop
ment methods for a particular design language known as o for simple
object topologies  proposes a transformational style of development for
more intricate interference  the material from both of these conference
papers is available electronically as  shows how rely
guaranteeconditions
can be applied to developments using o
An essential step is to recognise that objects can manifest the interference
properties of shared variables because references are just pointers If however
a language takes the position that only one method can be active in any

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one object at a time there are clear ways to control interference and this
control is in the hands of the developer rather than being  xed once and
for all by the development method One can for example implement a
single variable as an object and ensure that access and change are atomic
by de ning appropriate methods furthermore one could de ne methods like
increment and remove any danger of interference from what would otherwise
be an assignment statement with more than one sharedvariable
In the simple case then methods are atomic if no instance variables can
contain references this rule actually needs relaxing because in a fully object
oriented language everything is an object  the necessary distinction is between
mutable and immutable objects In the  nal code resulting from the devel
opments in  atomic visible behaviour is preserved even where references to
mutable objects are stored in instance variables providing they are marked as
unique which prevents them being copied In this case methods can be made
to behave as though they are atomic even though they are implemented with
a high degree of parallelism It is only in the intricate case of interference that
the developer is forced to reason about the interleaving of interfering steps
There are many open issues which are the subject of ongoing research
Among these are the actual meaning of assertions The topic of how to  x
the semantics of o is discussed in another extended abstract in these pro
ceedings
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